Daniel S. Cutrara takes the reader on an exploration of the transgressions of the spirit/body dualism so prevalent in Western religious traditions. He analyzes eight films from the 1980s to the 1990s to show how a culture war between religion and science manifests in cinematic culture. He suggests that this manifestation typically privileges the scientific and/or secular understanding of sexuality while providing an image of religious devotion and/or institutions as oppressive and dangerous for the believer. He also claims that the way that these films "Other" religion and religious people is similar to the way earlier films "Othered" homosexuality and sexual "deviants."
In the third pair of films, Cutrara shifts to the representation of the religious leader. Here he explores Agnes of God (Jewison, 1985) and Priest (Bird, 1994) . Both of these films feature Catholic religious leaders, a nun and a priest, who transgress the laws of celibacy and, in the case of the priest, sexual orientation. Both also represent a sexual attraction to God/Jesus. Cutrara argues that these films represent the religious limits to sexuality as problematic and the cultural acceptances of wider sexual behaviour as more positive, leading the viewer to see the conflict the protagonists face as a needless problem that is solely at the feet of the oppressive religious rule.
The final two films are The Last Temptation of Christ (Scorsese, 1988) and Dogma (Smith, 1999) . In his analysis of these films, Cutrara focuses on the representation of the divine figures, who envy the human experience, particularly that of sexuality. Both these films are made by Catholics interrogating their own religious institution and belief. However, they preference the experience of sexuality as desirable rather than sinful, thus challenging the strict spirit/body dichotomy found in institutional Catholicism.
Cutrara's analysis of these eight films is detailed and engaging. Coming from a Catholic background-he himself is an ex-priest-Cutrara has a much stronger integration with the films addressing Catholicism than those addressing other religions. His analysis of the two films in Muslim contexts are the weakest simply because he does not adequately address the larger political contexts of Iran and Egypt that are tied to interpretations of Islam. However, in all his analyses he competently addresses the disruptions of the spirit/body dichotomy. Most of his analyses also do show how many of these films present religious believers as Others, those who are somewhat unusual or even mentally ill in current contexts of secularity. However, Cutrara's argument that this Othering is similar to the previous Othering of homosexuality in films does not hold up very well. Aside from it being insufficiently developed throughout the text, Cutrara does not address the difference in power relations from which these various Otherings develop. In both cases, we have an Othering of those seen as deviant and dangerous, yes. However, in the context of religious institutions that have held considerable economic, political, and social power, that Othering could be seen as a resistance to those powers. Homosexuals, or others who have been deemed sexual deviants, have never had that power. Thus the Othering in that case has completely different cultural implications.
Overall, though Cutrara's base argument about Othering is insufficiently thought out, the analyses of each film are useful and engaging. Anyone interested in religion and film studies would benefit from this text for that reason alone.
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